QX1 Welcome Map is an information gathering and sharing platform for migrants arriving in Marseille.

The QX1 platform is:

- **a multilingual website and a smartphone app**, with an interactive map enriched by newcomers' stories and experiences
- **publications, maps and information pamphlets** for newcomers
- **information desks and workshops** in our partners' locations and in public spaces

**qx1.org**

FREE APP for smartphones

DISPONIBLE SUR Google Play
LET'S PARTICIPATE!

Did you arrive in Marseille recently?
Tell and share your experience on QX1

Would you like to contribute to the QX1 platform?
Conduct interviews with newcomers

Do you speak other languages than French?
Translate QX1's contents into your own language

Are you an association or collective working with migrants?
Become a partner of QX1

CONTACT US

contact@qx1.org
facebook qx1.marseille

In the International Code of maritime signals, QX1 means
"You have permission to anchor in this port"